
Representation on the Sheffield Plan Publication (Pre-Submission) Draft 

Respondent details 

Comment ID number: PDSP.349.001 

What is your Name: Philm 

If you are making this representation as a member of an organisation, what is 

the name of your organisation:  

N/A 

If you or your organisation are making a representation on behalf of another 

person, organisation or group, please tell us who it is and its role:  

N/A 

Document 

Which document to you wish to make a representation on:  

Annex A: Site Allocations 

Which section of the document is your representation on:  

Policy SA5: Southeast Sheffield 

Which paragraph/site/map layer of the document is representation on:  

SES03 

Representation 

Do you consider the Local Plan is legally compliant: No 

Do you consider the Local Plan is sound: No 

Do you consider the Local Plan complies with the duty to co-operate: No 

Please give details of why you consider the Local Plan is not legally compliant 
or is unsound or fails to comply with the duty to co-operate:  

First I've heard of it . It is insane to add an industrial and traveller site 
there given 
A) the current chaos that the roads are around drake house and crystal peaks. With 
nothing in plans to alleviate this impact. 
B) the only likely access point will be off Eckington Road detrimental to road safety 
and any flow of traffic. Again nothing in plans to suggest where access will be 
showing a lack of planning and impact assessment. 
C) zero notifications in 10years that this may even be on any agenda. 
If your intent is to 
A) totally gridlock the traffic in that area 



B) turn any existing labour voters against you for lack of engagement 
Then this plan as it stands for ses03 is a success 
 
Please set out the modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local 
Plan legally compliant and sound, in respect of any legal compliance or 
soundness matters you have identified above:  

Just don't bother turning what is green space agricultural land (you know with crops 
on that are managed and cultivated) into an Industrial and traveller compound.  
Think about the current traffic situation and how to alleviate that chaos BEFORE 
looking at anything that will make it worse. 
 
If your representation is seeking a modification to the plan, do you consider it 

necessary to participate in examination hearing session(s):  

No, I do not wish to participate in hearing session(s) 

If you wish to participate in the hearing session(s), please outline why you consider 

this to be necessary:  

N/A

 




